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OUTLINE 
• Demographics and Economics 
• The future…What does the customer want? 
• The propulsion world going forward 
• Airplane Aerodynamics 
• Structures, Materials, and Manufacturing 
• What does it all mean? 
• The challenges and opportunities  
Demography 
source: UN/ESA World Population Prospects 
Populations 
Now up to 2100: 10 billions 
Europe decreasing after 2020 
North America still growing 
Asia decreasing after 2050 
Africa towards1/3 of the world! 
The Relative Weight of Different Zones is of 
Importance for the Traffic  
1950 2000 2050 2100 
Geographical Demand 
80% of the international demand over the next 20 years will be within  
Asia-Pacific, North America and Europe 
Estimated Fleet Evolution by Aircraft Category  
Total number of aircraft doubling between 2010 and 2050 
2010: 20331 aircraft 2050: 40593 aircraft 
SRTP: short range turboprops – SRTF: short range turbofans – MR: medium range LC: 
long range – VLA: very large aircraft 
The Future… What Priorities? 





Environment… CO2, NOX, etc?  
A delicate balance as we move forward 


The History  


Efficiency Trends with Core and Propulsor Improvements 
 
 
 Propulsion system improvements require advances in both propulsor and 
core technologies 
Variation in Core Power with Turbine Inlet Temperature 

New Engine Architectures and New Challenges 
 
• Geared Turbofan (P&W) 
• Small, high density engine core–required to achieve higher fan bypass 
ratio without significantly increasing fan diameter 
• Aerodynamic performance–larger fan diameter means larger nacelle and 
higher drag 
• Installation–increasingly larger diameter engines means limited application 
for current, low wing aircraft designs 
 
• Open Rotor (GE) 
• Noise–rotor blade noise radiates unobstructed to the environment, well 
above current aircraft noise regulation limits 
• Installation–very large blade diameters mean significant aircraft installation 
problems, perhaps requiring all new aircraft design 
• Power –slow, counter-rotating rotors requires novel turbine power 
distribution designs to optimize turbomachinery efficiency  
 
 
Pratt & Whitney Geared TurboFan (GTF) 

Open Rotor Technology has potential for significant 
performance improvement, but with noise goal challenges 
% Improved fuel burn 
Leveraging the NASA/GE UDF Experience and UHB Partnership 

Non-Brayton Cycle Propulsion 
(Fuel Cells) 

High Efficiency High OPR Gas Generators 
• Now driving to Bypass 
Ratios of 20+ 
• Highly loaded front block 
Compressor 
• Minimizing the core size 
• Hot section materials 
• 1500ºF HP Compressor 
• 3000ºF HP Turbine 
blades/vanes 
High Efficiency High OPR Gas Generators 
• Ceramic Matrix 
Composites 
• NextGen disk material 
• Tip/End Wall 
Aerodynamics 
• Turbine Clearance 
Controls 
• Low NOx Combustors 
• Core Noise 
Propulsion Airframe Integration 
• High Bypass Installations 
• Slim Line Nacelles 
• Adaptive Lightweight Fan Blade 
• Distortion Tolerant Fans 
• Multi-Degree of Freedom Acoustic 
Liners 
• Low Jet Flap Acoustic Interactions 
Airplane Aerodynamic Improvements 
• Laminar flow nacelles 
• Laminar flow on wings 
• Low friction paint coating 
• Improved aero-transonic 
design 
• Wingtip technology 
• Variable camber 
Airplane Aerodynamic Improvements 
• Adaptive compliant 
trailing edge 
• Active stability 
control 
• Increased wing 
span 
• Enhanced Vertical 
Tail 
Structure, Materials, and Manufacturing 
• All composite aircraft 






Light, Efficient Components Must Be 
Cryogenic or Superconducting 
What does it all mean? 




Fuel Burn Improvements 2035+ 
 
Aerodynamics 14% 
Engine  23% 
Structures 8% 
    45% 
 
Noise: Will meet Stage 4 with 70dB margin 
NOX: Will meet Cap 6 with 80% margin 
What does it all mean? 
Projections for Twin Aisle Aircraft 
 
Baseline B777-200 ER 
 
Fuel Burn Improvements 2035+ 
 
Aerodynamics 15% 
Engine  17% 
Structures 11% 
    43% 
 
Noise: Will meet Stage 4 with 70dB margin 
NOX: Will meet Cap 6 with 80% margin 
What does it all mean? 
Projections for Regional Jets 
 
Baseline Embraer EI90AR 
 
Fuel Burn Improvements 2035+ 
 
Aerodynamics 12% 
Engine  28% 
Structures 5% 
    45% 
 
Noise: Will meet Stage 4 with 70dB margin 
NOX: Will meet Cap 6 with 80% margin 
Looking Forward…The Challenges and Opportunities 
 The market is global and is growing 
This is good…big markets 
More players want to play 
They bring technology competition…which is good 
They bring financial competition…which is not necessarily good 
Governments play a role 
United States Air Force, Navy and Army Research Labs—still 
strong on the military side 
NASA going down significantly 
European Union—strong and growing with the Clean Sky 
Program 
Others 
Next Gen portfolio  
Military/ Commercial Technology Synergies  
Technology Demonstrator Programs  
Strong History Leading to Commercial Benefits Today and Beyond  
Looking Forward—Challenges and Opportunities (cont.) 
 There will be a stronger need for partnerships 
Between Companies  
Between Industry and Universities  
Will have to work smarter 
Rely on component tests as opposed to demonstrators 
Technology roadmaps will be essential to success in a very 
competitive world…competitive in terms of technology opportunities 
as well as funding streams 
The opportunity for our young engineers are immense as new 
innovative products will be needed and will flourish in this industry 
Thank you for your time! 
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